
7 October 2020 

 

 

Therese Manns 

General Manager 

Randwick City Council 

30 Frances Street 

RANDWICK NSW 2031 

 

By email: general.manager@randwick.nsw.gov.au 

therese.manns@randwick.nsw.gov.au  

 

Dear Ms Manns, 

 

Re: Heffron Centre Gymnastics Facility 

 

I refer to Mr Clarke’s email dated 25 September 2020 in response to our correspondence to 

you dated 4 September 2020 regarding the proposed Heffron Centre gymnastics facility. 

Unfortunately, to date, the concerns we have raised have not be allayed.  

 

Mr Clarke refers to Councils intention of the new gymnastics facility to be a district-level 

facility supporting the local community and wider than just the Randwick LGA. The facility 

specifications, released during the EOI process, do not meet the specifications required for a 

district-level gymnastics facility and fail to meet the demand of the local area, and the 

operational requirements for a future operator. 

 

Gymnastics NSW continues to acknowledge Council’s challenges with resource allocation, 

balancing the needs of other sports, and the space constraints with respect to the site at 

Heffron Park.  However, gymnastics is the fourth most participated sport for children in NSW, 

the third most participated sport for girls, and achieves this rank despite having nearly a 

quarter of venues that other sports within the Top 10 are afforded. It is likely that gymnastics 

will have greater participation rates and facility utilisation than any other sport located within 

the Heffron Centre.  

 

Gymnastics NSW has enjoyed working constructively with Randwick Council in preparation 

for the development of the proposed new gymnastics complex. It is our ongoing concern 

however that the space provision has significantly deviated from the provisions that we have 

provided in all of our supporting information and the advice we provided throughout the 

consultation process. Again, I reiterate that we only became aware of the facility dimensions 

following a meeting with Council on 15 July 2020. The dimensions were received by email 17 
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July 2020 following the meeting with a note that the ‘plans are at an early stage and subject 

to change due to design development and planning approvals’. 

 

We seek a meeting at your earliest convenience to gain a more detailed understanding of 

your current plans and options that may be available to ensure the facility meets 

specifications of a district-level facility and a centre that can cater for the high volume 

participation in which it will attract. 

 

To discuss further please do not hesitate to contact me via email at 

abloomfield@gymnsw.org.au or by telephone 8116 4121. 

 

Yours faithfully, 

 

 
Aaron Bloomfield 

Chief Executive 

Gymnastics NSW 
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